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Webster's International Dictionary (1981) defines planning as an act or process of making 
or carrying out plans. A plan is conceptualised as a predetermined strategy, detailed scheme, 
or programme of action related to the accomplisbment of an objective. Educational planning 
refers to the process of decision-making in education for future action in order to achieve 
predetermined objectives with optimum use of resources. Planning is also concerned with the 
improvement of educational management and accountability practices. Therefore, the essence 
of educational planning is the appraisal of as many operational alternatives as possible, and 
then, selecting the best for action. In order to enumerate the operational alternatives we need 
information or data. In modern days each alternative is determined by a number of factors 
and the educational planner is required to collect voluminous informationldata manually. 
Apart from other problems the analysis of large informationldata is tedious, expensive, and 
time consuming. Computers are well suited for informationldata processing tasks because of 
their speed, accuracy, and ability to store large quantities of informationldata in an accessible 

6 form. Therefore, with its large information-handling capabilities, the computer has the potential 
for making significant contributions to the educational process. Wbether teachers are attempting 
to transmit information or help students learn to manage and organise infonnabon, the potential 

i of computer can provide a valuable tool. Computers are very useful in handling the management 
information system for the purpose of decision-making in the areas of educational planning. 

( 13.2 OBJECTIVES 

I After going through this Unit, you will be able to: 

( identify the various types of educational planning; 



computers in E d r r ~ t i o n d  @ analyse the process of educational planning; 
Admllristrat3on 

@ explain the advantages of computers in educational planning; and 

@ lmderstqmd Be significance of management information system in educational planning. 

Let us begin ow discussicn by trying to understand the concepts and process of educational 
planning is  brief. 

13.3 EDUCATIONAL PLANNING: TYPES AND PROCESS 

13.3.1 Qpes of Educational Planning 

mere are several types of educational planning depending upon the point of reference used 
in taking decisions. Some of these are: 

(i) Centralised Planning: A centralised plan is one where the whole process of planning 
takes place at the centrdnational level and may provide aggregate plan proposals. It 
might as well provide disaggegated plans of states, districts, blocks, villages or institutions. 
For example, the plan approval of the Planning Commission of India is a centralised 
planning. 

(ii) Decentralised Planning: A decentralised plan can be defined as one where the process 
of planning is decentralised and different units of planning take part in the process. 
Under such a system the state governments, district authorities, and/or institutes receive 
only guidelines and objectives of planning from the central agency, but the actual planning 
process takes place at the state, district, or institutional level. 

(iii) Micro Planning: The essential characteristic of a micro plan is that the unit of planning 
represents a level below which no unit forms a viable unit for planning. If a block forms 
a viable unit for planning, then district level planning may not constitute micro level 
planning. Similarly, if village becomes a viable unit for planning, block level planning 
does not constitute micro level planning. Therefore, micro level planning involves 
identification of the smallest viable unit for planning. It also requires knowledge of the 
constituents of the unit and all details regarding these constituents. For example, block 
kvel. @wing.  of secondary schools requirt% detailed knowledge of the resources and 
requirements of each secondary school in that block. 

(iv) ~ a u p  P h d n g :  The planning above micro level is called macro level. If a block 
constihtes a viable unit for micro level planning in order to achieve an objective then 
the planning at disUict or state or centre bec~mes macro h e 1  planning with refaence to 
the same objective. 

(v) Strategic Planning: This concerns with the long-term prospects of an educational 
institution or system. It spreads over ten to twenty years and is based on large perspective. 
For sample, Dep-nt of Education, Ministry of Human Resource Development, 
Govqnment d India orgaaised a Conference of tbe Vice Chancellors of Central Universities 
on the theme 'Setting tbe Agenda for the 21st Century far Central Universities' at Visva- 
Bha r i ,  Santiniketan in August, 1999. On the basis of its recommendations, Indira 
Gandhi National @n University is currently (year 2000) developing a strategic papa 
On 'Vision 202SA.D'. Strategic planning takes intD consideration the totality of acfivities 
of an organigation. III other wads  it ref= to the planning fbr the total organisation over 
a longer period. Planning for a period of fifteen, twenty or more yeam is also known as 
perspective planning. ' 

(vij Dpemtfonal Planning: n i s  is also called short-term planning concerns with working 
witbiln the short to medium term time scales ranging kom 2 to 5 years within which 
educbtional managers are required to plan. It focuses on solving immediate and pressing 
problems. For specific and narrow purposes, operational planning is more appropriate. 
For example, Planning Commission, Government of India prepares five year plans 
dedicating he pziority areas of& government in thenext five years. Similarly, education 
institutkx prepare five-year plans indicating priority areas and estimated expenditure for 
the clearance of concerned authorities and funding agencies. These plans are directly 
concerned with operations and deal with the various functional areas. 



(vii)Annual Plan (Budget): This refers to a detailed activity and component-wise financial h a t  d C ~ m p . r f ~ a  h 

plan of an institution or system for the inmediately forth-corning period-normally one -ed~cdf l l rsn l  pb-*urdnl 

year. For example, each secondary school prepares a statement of estimated expenditure 
for the next one year on various items like salary of principal, teachers, support staff, 
building, equipment, lab. and other consumables so that necessary action can be taken to 
rnake financial resources available. 

(viii)Institutional Planning: Educational planning may be done at various levels, namely 
national, state, district, block, or institutional. National level planning is important because 
it is very comprehensive and takes into account all the factors that ensure integrated and 
balanced development of all sectors of national life. However, within the parameters of 
a national plan specific and detailed plans may be prepared at state, district, block, 
village. or institctional levels. Planning at these levels is more realistic and appropriate 
because of the involvement of local people who know the problems better. Since 
institutional planning is one of these levels and is the lowest level at which planning is 
required to be undertaken, this is considered as the most important level of planning. 
Education at this level thrives on a quadrangular base of intimate relationship comprising 
management, teachers, students, and parents. Therefore, institutional planning involves 
building up an educational institution with definite goals in such a manner so that the 
desired goals can be achieved smoothly and continuously. 

It may not be appropriate to use above discussed terms synonymously with e i k  of them. 
For example, an educational plan at a district level can be a decentralised and as well be an 
aggregate (centralised) plan. The objectives of institutional planning cannot be different from. 
those of educational planning at national level. Similarly, you should remembex that strategic 
plans, operational plans, and annual plans are not mutually exclusive. They overlap and, in 
fact, annual plan is a part of operational plan and operational plan is a part of strategic plan 
in the sense that each contains the activities of the other and it contributes to the achievement 
of the objectives or goals laid down in the strategic plan. The objectives and specific purposes 
of the programme of action at institutional level may d i f a  in order of pority and degree 
of importance with the nation, state, and district programme. B e c a w  of the importance 
attached to the institutional educational planning and most of you are working or aspiring to 
work in the schools as teachers, this unit will give more emphasis to school planning. 

13.3.2 Process of Educational Planning 

A good plan is always an outcome of scientific and comprehensive process involved in its 
preparation. There are two elements that every plan should have: (1) it must be systematic 
and (2) it must be comprehensive. A systematic approach to problem-solving combined with 
comprehensive planning process provides a comprehensive systematic planning process. No 
good plan can be prepared carelessly and arbitrarily. It requires creation of new ideas, collection 
and analysis of data, designing solution and its implementation and evaluation. In fact, the 
improvement and the q~ality of a plan depend on the quality of the process that produces a 
plan. Plans based on inadequate information and data inadequate interpretations or questionable 
procedure do not represent much improvement over those rpoted in unrealistic gods. T k  
relevance and the potentid effcchvenes of a plan should be examined and evaluated prior to 
its implementation by amlysing the valdity of its assumptions, relevance of data used, quality 
of procedures, soundness of interpretations etc. 

The link between various planning processes of a systematic piancing is s h m  in Figure 
13.1. Goals are derived from Lhe objectives and are timebound targets far the acbevexkent 
of objectives. Goals are expressed in specific quanbtative or qualitative tern. Once the 

, goals are identified, a clear definition and malysis of problem on hand is necesszy as pm 
I of plarrning process. At this stage all ths parmeters that influence ex. goals are icka t i f i .  
r The next stage irr the planning process is collection of data on the parureters identified. 

Analysis of dzta helps us in identifying a set of dternative solutions to the problem, You may 
I also develop a cnterion for evaluation s ~ d  feasibility of alternative sduthae. In the next 

stage you may choose the best alternative keeping the goals ir! -d. Fhally you would We 
I to trmsform the plan into action. Iiowevcr, if ~o,w of Fbe alternative soluiisns is feasibk 

or cannot be implemented for some reason, depending on the nature of the %b-problem you 
may collect more datalinforrnation and redo tL.2 planning process as explained above in sear& 
of better alternative solutions to the poti:em under comideration. 
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fig. 13.1: Flow Chart of a Systematic Educational Planuing Process 



Modern educational planning has attained the status of logical, systematic and scientific Role of Computers in 

process in bringing about changes in the system of education. Earlier ad-hoc decisions were Educational Planning 

taken by the administration to solve immediate problems faced by them. But gradually it is 
being realised more and more that decisions regarding changes in the field of education 
should be well planned. 
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13.4 ADVANTAGES OF USE OF COMPUTERS IN 
EDUCATIONAL PLANNING 

The advantages associated with computer-based educational planning are as follows: 

(i) Very large data can be stored in the computer for processing and getting useful 
information for a good planning and decision-making. 

(ii) The processing time of the data is greatly reduced. 

(iii) Accuracy of information processing is significantly improved for better planning, thereby 
improving the quality of decision. 

(iv) Often statistical and operations research techniques like regression analysis for 
forecasting, linear programming for maximisation of the objectiveslgoals or minimisation 
of cost etc. are used in planning and decision-making. It is very difficult to build these 
models manually or even using calculators. 

(v) Use of computers will help you to make these tasks much easier reducing a lot of 
valuable manpower and time. 

(vi) More confidential information can be maintained through use of computers than the 
usual manual file system thereby reducing the chances of leakage of classified 
information. 



Computers in Educational (vii) As the information retrieval time and data processing time is greatly reduced, the 
Administration ability of manager to take quick decisions improves significantly. 

(viii) Also, the tasks like preparation of a set of alternative solutions and the assessment of 
their feasibility through simulation techniques becomes more easier with greater 
accuracy. 

(ix) The time spent on various decision-making activities is reduced to a minimum. 

(x) Lot of data and information collected and processed can be stored in computer for 
future use, data manipulations, forecasting, and preparation of comparative statements 
for better planning and decision-making. 

From the list of the above advantages of the use of computers, the following benefits can be 
attributed to the area of educational planning: 

(a) Planning for adequate number of schools, school facilities, finances, personnel (teaching 
and non-teaching staff), and curricula are continuous process involving thorough 
information. Forecasting student population for the coming years for say secondary 
education in a particular school, district, state or at national level will help the planners 
of education to prepare better plans in establishing new schools, appointing teachers 
and other supported staff, mobilising resources etc. 

(b) Based on the past data and new information and goals of an educational institution, 
one can easily prepare short term and long term projections for operational and strategic 
planning. 

(c) Annual plans (Budget) incorporating detailed activity-wise anticipated expenditure of 
a secondary school or all the secondary schools in a district or a state can be prepared. 

(d) If the progress of a plan is not according to the anticipation the forecasts can be 
revised with new information as shown in Figure 13.1 and plan can be revised 
accordingly without looking much time and manpower. 

(e) The variance analysis of budget estimates and actual results (in terms of activities, 
expenditure, and cost) will throw more light on preparation of future plans. 

(f) The data about resources and its utilisation can be processed through computers and 
useful information can be obtained for taking-wise decision on management of 
classrooms, buildings, and other activities of a school. 

(g) Monitoring of various educational programmes based upon cost and benefit analysis 
will help the planners in planning for increases in educational productivity. 

13.5 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM (MIS) 
AND EDUCATIONAL PLANNING 

13.5.1 Understanding MIS 

Information processing is a societal activity. A significant part of an individual's working and 
personal time is spent on searching, recording, and absorbing information. According to 
Davis and Olson as much as 80% of a typical executive's time is spent in the processing and 
communication of information. Now computers are widely used in information processing 
for not only in planning and decision-making activities of an organisation but also in day- 
today administration because of their potential in handling large data in minimum possible 
time. Davis and Olsop defined MIS as 'an integrated, user-machine system for providing 
information to support operations, management, and decision-making functions in an 
organisation'. The MIS can also be defined as computer based information process where 
datatinformation is recorded, stored, processed, and 'retrieved fur decisions regarding the 
managerial process of planning, organising and controlling. 

13.5.2 MIS Structure 

The structure of MIS can be classified as: 

10 
1. Operating Elements 



2. Decision Support 

3. Management Activity 

4. Orgaisational Function 

1. Operating Elements for a MIS includes: (a) the physical components such as hardware 
(computer equipment), software (system software as well as application software), database, 
computer operating procedures, and computer operations personnel, and (b) processing 
functions such as datatinformation inputs, maintenance of master files, generating of 
reports etc. 

2. Decision Support: The manager's decisions can be classified into programmed decisions, 
non-programmed decisions, and semi-programmed decisions. Programmed decisions are 
those in which the decision processes involve a pre-set well-defined procedure. These 
decisions are repetitive and routine which arise often and are capable of being modeled 
mathematically in their entirety. The decision procedure will also specify the information 
to be acquired before the &cision rules as applied. One area of application of programmed 
decisions is inventory management decisions. Non-programmed decisions are those, which , 

do not occur frequently and cannot be handled with well defined, pre-specified procedure. 
The support requirements for non-programmed decisions are: access to data and a variety 
of data analyses for planning and decisions procedures that can be applied to the solution 
of the problem. Examples of this kind of decisions are marketing a new product, 
establishing a new school, introducing additional sections in a class or new subjects in 
a class etc. 

Semi-programmed decisions are those in which the decision process can be programmed 
and non-programmed. For example, the annual budget of a school can be prepared using 
a programmed decision process. When a comparison of the budget is made with the 
performance and significant deviations are observed then it may lead to non-programmed 
decisions. 

3. Management Activity: MIS supports management activity. This means that the structure ' 

of an information system can be classified in terms of a hierarchy of management planning 
and control activities. Anthony G1965) has provided a framework, which distinguishes 
between different typesof planning and control process that typically occur in organisations. 
Anthony defined the following categories of management planning and control: 

a) Strategic planning is the process of defining objectives of an organisation, resources 
used to achieve these objectives, and policies to acquire, use, and disposition. 

b) Management control is the process by which managers acquire resources and use 
them effectively in achieving the objectives of an organisation. 

c) Operational control is the process by which specific tasks are carried out effectively 
and efficiently. 

4. Organisational Function: The structure of MIS can also be expressed in terms of the 
organisational functions which are informative. There is no standard classification of 
organisational functions, but a typical set of functions in a manufacturing organisation 
includes production, sales and marketing, finance and accounting, logistics, personnel, 
and information systems. Top management can also be considered as a separate function. 
In a school some of the typical organisational functions could be teaching, student admission 
and examination, student information, finance and accounts etc. 

13.5.3 Levels of Information Handling 
In a modern complex organisation, the levels of information handling can be divided as 
decision support system (DSS), management informagon system (MIS), transaction processing 
system (TPS), and office automation system (OM). These levels of information handling are 
shown in Figure 13.2 as a pyramid structure. In some organisations there may be only three 
levels, namely DSS, MIS and TPS (where O M  is merged with TPS) instead of four. At the 
top level managers may need DSS. Inputs for DSS can be some processed data, and mostly 
management-originated data. The DSS would involve queries and responses, operations research 
models, and simulation. The output from DSS would be special reports to resolve difficult 
questions and replies to management queries. At the middle management level MIS would 
&al with an organised set 6f procedures to provide information for middle level managers to 

Role of Computers in 
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support their operations and decision-making within the organisation. At this level, inputs for 
MIS would be both processed and raw data and some management-originated data along with 
programmed models. The MIS process would involve report generation, data management, 
simple models and statistical analysis. The outputs from MIS would be filtered for serni- 
programmed decisions and replied to simple management queries. TPS is a computer-based 
system that would capture, classify, store, maintain, update, and retrieve simple transaction 
dab  for record keeping and for feeding MIS and DSS. The TPS is normally used at shop- 
floor mahagement level. The inputs for TPS are the transaction data and the processing 
involves codification, and updating data. Outputs for TE'S are the processed data and reports 
for programmed decisions. 

Decision 
Support System 

needed by top level / Managers \ 
Management 

Information System 
needed by middle level / ..n.ers \ 

Transaction 
Processing System 

needed by shop-floor level 
Managers 

Office 
Automation System 

used at clerical level 

Fig. 13.2: Levels of information hanclling 

The OAS is used at the clerical level and it is a simple automated office having multiple 
functions. Inputs for OAS are appointments, documents, addresses etc. Here the processing 
involve word processing, data storage and retrieval. Outputs are schedules, memoranda, bulk 
mail, and administration reports. You will learn more about automated office in the next unit 
of this Block. 

13.5.4 Factors for Successful Implementation of MIS 

In one organisation a well designed MIS fails; while a similar but poorly designed MIS in 
another organisation succeeds. The reason can usually be traced to human rather than technical. 
A few factors that increase the chances of a successful implementation of MIS are: 

(i) Involvement of top management in the computerisation effort while defining the purpose 
and goals of computers with the organisation. 

(ii) Selection of an electronic data processing manager who has the skills to involve managers 
in choosing application areas, identifying information needs, and designing reports. 

(iii) A computer staff which has interdisciplinary skills in computers, management, and 
operations research. 

(iv) A balanced expenditure in hardware and software. 
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I 13.6 ROLE OF M I S ~ N  EDUCATIONALPLANNING 

13.6.1 Information Needs for Planning in School Education 

MIS has been widely used in business organisations to a&omplish a variety of tasks. However, 
the application of MIS in education particularly in developing countries like India is not 
popular. As seen in the earlier section, the computer based management information system 
can be used at different levels of management for planning and decision-making. The vertical 
relationship of information requirements to the different user levels of a school managementi 
administration is shown in Figure 13.3. Although MIS could be used both in planning and 
administration of an educational organisation, but this section covers here the role of MIS in 
educational planning only. You will learn more about the application of MIS in educational 
administration in separate unit of this Block. 

?).pes of 
Information 

Role of Computere in 
Educational P h d n g  

Planning Top Administrators 
(historical data and trends) - 1 (Directors of Schools etc.) I 

Direction h d  Control Middle Administrators 
(monitoring and regulating) -1 (Principals and Department Heads) I 

I I 
Oper tional Operations Personnel 

(day-today activities) 
L 

(Clerical Staff ) - 
ETg. 133: The "eltical relationship of in lonnkh nee& to asom on dit lcwt  school ddnbtmtion lev& 

(Adapted from H m c h ,  KM. (1973), Devclapmmt of kdonnatioapl Syrtan for Edocatjun, Prmtke 
HaIl, Eaglewood CU&, N. J.) 

Operational information is the factual reporting of the current operations of the schools. The 
period of these reporting could be daily, weekly, monthly andlor annually. For example, data 
could be collected on student progress, attendance, grades, classroom usage etc. Though the 
operational persons (clerical staff) process the data at this level, middle level managers like 
principal and department heads use these processed data in the form of reports for planning, 
decision-making, and control of the school. The middle level managers use the operational 
information to compare &sired performance with actual performance for better planning and 13 
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decision-making. When exceptions are noted, remedial or corrective steps can be taken. For 
example, expenditure may exceed the budget and student grades may be different from 
expected. Analysis of data on these activities enables principals to have the facts necessary 
to plan and make necessary decisions. 

\ 

Top administration of a school like, hairman1Directors need information to study objectives, 
make projections, assess the differe (!A bhiy3,ivities of school, and prepare plans. Planning of 
information is required to define objectives and establish strategies to achieve these objectives. 
Operational information and direction and control information are used to accomplish planning 
purposes. In addition it is necessary to collect information at district, state, and national level, 
for better planning, and attaining the objectives. 

13.6.2 Information Flow and Planning in Schools 

The interrelationship of the three information levels to the administration hierarchy and 
internal and external sources of information is shown in Figure 13.4. 

Social and Politicdl Economic 
Community Legislative Conditions 
Forces Forces 

External 1 Environment 

Top Administration 
I and 1 

Planning Information 

& I 

Projections, 
Historical, I 
Summary and 
Exceptions Reports 

and 
C o n ~ t s  

Direction and Control 
Infonnation 

Operational Instructions 
and Requests 

Internal ( , Environment 

I 

Students Teachers Staff Curriculum Fiscal 

EFg. 13A: The Intenatationship of the Three Levels of en Infonnation System to Administration H i e r d y  
and Envimmnent Sources. [Adapted Irom Hwein, K. M. (1973), Development of Informational 
System for Education, Prentice Hall, Englewood C l i ,  N. J.1 

It should be recognised that dependency exists between users and their information needs and 
the forces that impinge on school or organisations. Externally, social and community forces, 
politicaVlegislative forces and economic conditions operate to influence school policy and 
planning. Social and community forces may be represented by pressure groups and concerned 
citizens who want either special concessions or changes in the school. Politicalllegislative 
forces operate to affect policy issues, budgets, and appropriations. Economic conditions such 
as recession and inflation erode budgets, with a resultant effect on the salary and funds for 



equipment and buildings. Internally, the information system compiles and processes data on Role of Computers in 

students, teachers, staff, curriculum and sources of revenue. The decisions of school management Educational Planning 

depend on the effectiveness of information system that produces quality data. If successful, 
internal organisation needs can be met and effectiveness achieved in coping with external 
forces or conditions. 

The computer based information system in schools can be further divided into: (a) student 
information data processing system and (b) management information system. The information 
on student attendance, academic performance, course schedule, etc. would be entered into the 
computer. Data files on grades, attendance, scheduling, and testing would subsequently be 
established. The review of the data by the management on historical day-to-day operations of 
the school would help in better planning and taking corrective decisions. The management 
may periodically compare actual performance with projected ones. When exceptions occur or 
things are out of line, the management would be better prepared to make needed decisions 
regarding corrective action. A functioning of MIS provides them with the information necessary 
to determine which of several alternative courses of action is best. It also may assist the 
school management in determining which factors need to be controlled to facilitate better 

I management or increase the productivity. 

Data 

Data . 
Fig. 135: Components of a Managemat Information System 

The components of a school management information system are shown in Figure 13.5. 
Decision support system (DSS) utilises projection and simulation procedures to predict trends 
and simulate the future state of school based upon the assumptions and conditions furnished 
by management. To accomplish this, the DSS utilises not only the output generated from the 
data processing systems and MIS, but relevant outside information. An effective DSS assists 
management in determining strategic plans and operational plans of the schools in the future. 
To facilitaie planning in the DSS, computer planning models might be developed. One type 
of such planning model could be forecasting model of student number based on historical 
data. A computer-planning model may not be either feasible or practical. It is for the school 
management to decide whether such model would be useful. 

Table 13.1 illustrates how, at each information level, each of the three information systems 
would focus on sample problems of a school. The data processing system generates the raw 
data that is fed into the MIS. In turn the MIS focuses on relationships, among the data, 
between expected and actual outcomes, or where discrepancies occur. The data generated by 
both the data-processing system and MIS are used to make planning decisions based on 
pojections and simulations. 
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Table 13.1 I 
Examples of Educational Problems by Level of Information and Q p e  of Computer Information System. (Adapted from Blum, Harry P. (1987) 

Administrative Uses of Computers in the Schools, Prentice Hall, New Jersey. 
I! 

IIWORMATION SYSTEM 

LEVEL 3 
PLANNING DATA: DATA SUPPORT SYSTEM 

Decisions mede pertaining to ins&uting ttexher reterttioio~praxdwgs, withpredictions 
made to plan future staffing using the retention outcome data and census data. 

Prediction of students' success in school using longitudinal data, followed by 
experimental interventions with an analysis of the outcomes. 

Decisions made pertaining to revamping the guidance programme to better issist 
students who choose curricular courses that would enhance educational and career 
goals. 

Determination of which instructionalenvironments should be supported in the schools. 

Projections made on budget allocations based on overrun figures and revenue 
forecasting. 

Determination of how the educational rupee can best facilitates school productivity. 

Determinationmade as to whether district funds should continue to maintain or replace 
old facilities. 

Determination of equipment and supply allocation based on projected school 
enrollments. 

O F  INE"ORMAT1ON AND APPLICABLE COMPUTER 

LEVEL 2 
DIRECTION AND CONTROL DATA: 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION 

Rdationships among factors strch as nature of 
training, age, assignment, class load, etc. and teacher 
retention in the system. 

Relationship between factors in school achievement 
and factors in student health or environmental 
background. 

Relationship between students' high schoolcurricula 
and later academic and work careers. 

Relationship between student performance and 
instructional settings. 

Determination of overruns in any of the categories. 

Relationship between financial support and various 
evidences of school productivity. 

Relationship between costs expended to maintain 
old buildings versus construction of new facilities. 

Relationship between equipment and supply 
inventories by size of school enrollment 

Information 
Arras 

Faculty, Staaff; and 
Students. 

Curriculum 
and 
Znstiuction 

Budget and 
Financial Support 

Facilities, 
Equipment, and 
Supplies 

LEVEL 

LEVEL 1 
OPERATIONAL DATA: DATA 
PROCESSING SYSTEMS 

Comprehensive statistics of teacher anct 
student background. 

Longitudinal data on student 
achievement, dropout, health, etc. 

Number of students enrolled in various 
cumculum tracks. 

Storage and retrieval of data on student 
performance in different instructional 
settings, e.g., individualized instruction, 
open classroom, large groups, small 
groups etc. 

Statistics on school costs and budgeted 
categories. 

Longitudinal data of assessed evaluation 
and data pertaining to the proportion of 
the district's income going to education. 

Cost statistics on all aspect2 of school 
maintenance and construction. 

Longitudinal data on equipment and 
supply dlocations by school 
enrollments. 



13.7 INFORMATION NETWORK AND EDUCATIONAL Role of Camputas in 
E d a d w a l  Planning 

PLANNING 

An information network is two or more computers linked together for the purpose of sharing 
data and information. As we have seen in earlier sections, data and information are vital 
components of any planning activity. Educational planning is no exception 10 this. Also, the 
MIS for planning requires not only datdinformation from within a school but also from 

i outside. Collecting, compiling, and processing outside school data is tedious, time consuming 
and involves lot of expenditure. Therefore, information network help us to collect and process 
the data in quickest possible time with minimum cost which can be used in projections and 

I simulations for better and effective planning. 

1 Currently, several versions of information networks, namely Local Area Network (LAN), 
Wide Area Network (WAN), Internet, e-mail, and teleconferencing are widely used for 

1 

I information sharing. A LAN is so named because it usually consists of two or more computers 
linked in a network and housed in a building or in a small area. For example, in Indira Gandhi 
National Open University all the computers in the university headquarter are linked through 
LAN and the information available on one computer can be shared by the other except that 
if it is classified information. A WAN also consists of several computers linked to each other 
like LAN hut the major difference is the geographicalhnstitutional spread of the network For 

I example, the library information of several universities and other educational institutions in 
Delhi are networked through a network called DELNET and this facilitates the planners to 
optimise the scarce resources and buy only those expensive books that are not available in the 
sister libraries in the network. The internet is a network of networks. The evolution of internet 
transformed the entire information world into a global village. This has facilitated the planners 
to easy access to the datdinformation available outside hidher school, district, state, or nation 
for developing more accurate forecasting models and better planning in attaining educational 
objectives. Similarly, the datdinformation can be shared using e-mail cutting the time and 
cost constraints. Some times it may be necessary to discuss and deliberate online with experts 
and people involved in decision-making process who are away from the site of the decision- 
making. Teleconferencing will be very helpful in such situations. 

LET US SUM UP 

This unit provides a brief account of the role of computers in educational planning with 
special reference to school planning. We have introduced to you various types of educational 
planning concepts and the process of educational planning to familiarise them for application 
in your school environment. We have also tried to list out various advantages of the use of 
computers for educational planning. 

Establishment of information system is the key for any educational system for better planning 
,and efficient decision-m6king to run the system efficiently. Therefore, we have provided to 

you a brief account of the MIS structure, levels and factors for its successful implementation. 
The structure and flow of computer processed information and its utility in educational planning 
and decision-making is also explained. The role of information networks in educational planning 
is also described in an effective way. 

Educational planners and school administrators need to be computer literate to promote the 
establishment of computer information system in the schooLs for better planning and decision- 
making. 

UNIT-END EXERCISES 

1. Define programmed, non-programmed, and semi-programmed decisions. 

2. Explain the meaning of decision support system, management support system, transaction 
support system, and office automation system. 

3. Explain the interrelationship between three information levels of school administration 
for planning. 



Computers in Educational 4. Explain the purpose of management information system. Give some of its applications 
Administration in educational planning. 

5. Computer processed informationldata provides the basic ingredient in planning and 
decision-making? Explain. 

6. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of computers in educational planning. 

7. In what way information networks improve educational planning? Explain briefly. 

13.10 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 

1. School level - Decentralised planning, Micro planning, Strategic planning, Operational 
planning, Annual plan, Institutional planning. 

District level - Decentralised planning, Micro planning, Strategic planning, Operational 
planning, Annual plan, Institutional planning. 

Central level - Centralised planning, Macro planning, Strategic planning, Operational 
planning, Annual plan. 

2. frame 
10-20 or more years for strategic plans 
2-5 years for operational plan 
one year for annual plan 

3. Yes 

4. Yes 

5. a) Programmed decision 
b) Non-programmed decision 
c) Semi-programmed decision 

6. a) Top level management 
b) Middle level management 
c) Shop-floor level management 
d) Clerical staff 
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